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First, may I thank you for inviting me to

deliver this address.

Where better place to speak of Europe's

future than ln a building which so

gloriously recalls the greatness that

Europe had already achieved over 600 years

ago?

Perhaps I should also thank you for your

temerity in inviting me to speak on the
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subject of Europe at all.

If you believe some of the things said and

written about my views on Europe, it must

seem rather like inviting, King Herod to

speak on the subject of nursery education.

Britain and Europe
•

So I might start by disposing of some myths

about my country, Britain, and its
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relationship to Europe.

To hear some people, you would think that

Britain first interested itself in

Europe some time In the late 1950s, was

rebuffed by General de Gaulle's non, and

finally limped into the Community ln 1973

as an unconvinced member, wishing heartily

that it could be somewhere else and since

then has spent all its time arguing about
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its financial contributions.

Well, there certainly was a very real problem

over our unfair share of the costs of the

Community which had to be solved - and has

been solved.

But that View of Britain's role 1S a travesty.

The fact is that Britain's relations with the
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rest of Europe, the continent of Europe,

have been the dominant factor of our

history:

we were part

n Empire, an experlence which

for

land, came from the continent of E rope;
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aws and traditions;

the Anglo-Saxons, like the

and Danes who followed the , came from the

continent of Europe;

our nat'on was - in that favourite

Communi y word - "restructured" under

an and Angevin rule in the eleventh

•
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from the sixteenth century, Britain

looked outwards from Europe to a wider

rAl A
world - as -had portUgal~before us, and

France, Spain and Holland, after Ue,

~he difference wa~ that we were mOle

~cessful;

for centuries, Britain was a home

for people from the rest of Europe who·

sought sanctuary from tyranny;
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British assistance to liberation

movements throughout the last war kept

alive the flame of liberty until the day

of liberation came.

And it was from our island fortress that

the liberation of Europe itself was

mounted.

Britain did indeed fight wars against other

European countries - which European
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country did not?

But the cause for which we fought -

against Philip II, against Louis XIV,

against Napoleon, against the Kaiser,

against Hitler - was to save Europe from

falling under the dominance of a single

power.

tyranny and for
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Had it not been for Britain, I dare say that

Europe would have been united long before

now.

But at what cost would that unity have

been achieved?

ln
??

century without British I
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Would Belgium, Denmark a

for the determination of

and America to fight Nazi

Moreover, when the movement towards European

economIc unity gathered force after the

last war, some of the most powerful

encouragement came from Winston Churchill
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in his renowned speech in Zurich in 1946.

It is true that Britain did not then grasp the

opportunity to become part of the emerging

European Economic Community.

With hindsight, that was a setback for

Britain.

o build a Community without
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Europe's Future

This lS no arid chronicle of obscure historical

facts.

It lS the record of nearly two thousand

years of British involvement in Europe and

contribution to Europe.
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Yes, we have looked also to wider

horizons~ and thank goodness we did,

because Europe would never have prospered

and never will prosper as a narow,

inward-looking club.

But that does not diminish the fact that

Britain is as full, as rightful, as

wholeheartedly a part of Europe as any

other member state of the European

Community.
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The European Community belongs to all

its members, and must reflect the

traditions and aspirations of all of them

in equal measure.

And let me be quite clear.

Britain does not dream of an alternative

to a European Community or of a cosy,

isolated existence on its fringes.

Our destiny is in Europe, as part of the
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Community - although that is not to say

that it lies only in Europe, any more than

that of France or Spain or indeed the

Community itself does.

The Community is not an end In itself: not

an institutional gadget to be endlessly

modified in the search for theoretical

perfection.
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It 1S the instrument by which the people

of Europe can ensure their future

prosperity and security in a world in

which many other powerful econom1es are

emerglng and in which increasing numbe~s

of countries will have access to powerful

and sophisticated weapons, including

nuclear weapons.

The world will not wait for us.
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We cannot afford to waste time on internal

disputes or arcane institutional debates.

Europe has to be ready both to ensure its

own security and to compete - and compete

In a world in which success goes to the

countries which show the greatest

flexibility and guarantee the greatest

freedom for the enterprise of their

people.
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I want this evening to set out some simple

guidelines for that future which I believe

will ensure that Europe does compete and

will succeed.

Strenqth through Diversity

My first guidelIne IS: forget a United Stat@s

o~ Europe, it will not come!

1=....,\-, }\- '-'- ~J 1;9.. Co,,", "" ~ '"'jL, J.. w'"d 1. l.l '- }L D ~ \ A

~ 4~Q..,",~ ~ o~ ",~"~",...l ~ '-'~ \'0,,) ~ ... A Vicr
\A..~ ~ ,~~ J"",\-l,» l \-0 L..o,,", oJ"''''' ~ e,.,

0vv--ku-. ~~ 1 ~"'-J°t·
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I do not say that lightly: after all, it was,
\

Winston Churchill in Zurich who was one of

the first to speak of a United States of

Europe.

The fact 1S that the founders of the present

European Community did their thinking at a

time of Europe's maximum weakness and

division.

In the historical circumstances of the
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time, in which the United States of

America played such a crucial part in the

victory of democracy, it was natural that

they should believe that Europe's

salvation lay in federation and the

creation in the longer term of a single

European State.

j SGNQ..N..A

~h@re a1 e two =fundamental- weaknesses in that

cheat y.
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(j~ ~..k ~Ja-0'J

~ underestimates the strength of

national traditions in Europe and the

desire of people to preserve them.

Those national traditions and the regional

differences are part of Europe's vitality

and inventiveness, which glve it the great

cultural achievements of the past, such as

this magnificant hall.

Can anyone believe that such a monument

would ever have been created, had it been
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the task of 'COREPER DEPUTIES' to

superVIse its design, as is the case with

the new Council Building in Brussels!

Europe will be stronger precisely because it

has France as France, Spain as Spain,

Belgium a~ Belgiliffi, and Britain as

~I

Britain, each with its own language and

traditions, rather than trying to dissolve

them into some sort of neutral
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personality.

If we try to enforce uniformity we shall

deprive Europe of the source of. its

greatest achievements.

A commitment to diversity is as important-
~ on@ for harmonisation.

" ~
OC \ V ot:N s (1ca) v,

The second w@a.kness of the federalist theory ~s

that it fails to recognis@ greater

decentralisation a!5 the path to economic

C(~_~'-: .. T\.;., ~"'.I... "-~~~'.Ic '-. i."" o~ ...

(.~~~'r ~R.-0'Uh i~~ 04.C.~oJ,~h +

lh.. v~.
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and political success.

I am the first to say that on as many issues as

possible the countries of Europe should

speak with a single voice.

I want to see them work more closely

together on the things we can do better

together than singly.

Europe is stronger when we do so, whether

it be in trade, in defence or in our
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relations with the rest of the world.

But - and this 13 where I take issue with

.some of the recent comments by President:·

working more closely together

does not require a sacrifice of political

independence or of the rights of national

Parliaments; ~t does notnced thfr

G-reaLion of a new European super state

with the Commission at its heart#
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It is perfectly possible for countries to work

together while preserving their national

sovereignty, to obtain the advantages of

economic union without the sacrifice of

J
This

pol i tical independence. Loe"'- w~.k" ~cr-., L1Y'~'\t..\.

~ul.l"k\J ~ ~ S""'t l\~ '-tl~~W\_t. ~ (j\.U.._t-...A- 0-

\'L.Jt,..J...;..,cJ,.~Q" ~ c-."-r".kcA ....... .:>.... .A. ......~..J:; i 0- .,...,.,.A~ u..c:. 0J";x 10_ J
f..... J~~")·,$>~..k ~\C.~~O") j 'O~ \-01\1\. "'ow..\O \:t.~~ .)301\, (tv...
~")y...~ ro l:t.~..l..;..,,- IIA~~S' fS.f'f\. (~r'·<'·..t~....b.. .t.to..,o"",ic.

co""'~ou. JJ ~\,\~ irvJ\:.e,..,.."t-J.,",-:P_ .hJ UV~V\""'l.J::;,

may not be easy to grasp for those who are

used to governments running the economic

life of a country.
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But for those· who believe that governments

should provide the framework, while

leaving everything else to the decision of

individual people, it seems quite natural.

Indeed I find it ironic that when those

countries such as the Soviet Union which

have tried to run everything from the

centre are learning that success depends

on developing power and decisions away
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.s ~ :.u. JO ..... -t.. ~ tl.
from the centre, there are Ehose in the

W-t.J r
Commi~~ion in Bru5sal~ who seem to want to

move In the opposite direction.

Let me say bluntly on behalf of Britain: we

have not embarked on the business of

throwing back the frontiers of the state

at home, only to see a European

\-L-~"" ~""""'fo~ ~ __ Ev-...9f~ \lW~. l J~~ ~-.k ~

..., "\0-> w;~ ""- ......... '.00.1. Ov.-.... o..~'-'1'RA v,., ~ Co__ ......~.

~vJ..- 'Jc- ~v.../'r .~ v1 ~-..k 0~'J· ~ \~'-(r~'\o., l-o ~

0-\0\..t.. ()~'IP" a...., Ov--. 2..-" >:J w J r;:>I~' 1 ol A.. ov MJvJ ij .... )~t"'\'i.
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It is absolutely crucial for the European

Community's success that, at each stage of

its development, it should act with the

.
ln

Commission

•

cation of the European Court

full consent of the people.
. J ~~~....k; r;v...A l CiV\..jc1v:> - ""l~

C--.,., .... ll\- v.,..., "".J..\O ....A ~~•..t.J..~) ~ .........'»:tR., 0"-'

That -wi±± Rot be achieved bYe .. L......_Jb¥J.

extension of the powers

a form

or the

It will require decisions reached by

negotiation between sovereign governments,
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each elected by their people, with those

decisions subject to confirmation by

national Parliaments.

Certainly we want to see Europe more united.

But it must be in a way which both

preserves diversity and enlarges

liberty.
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Europe ooen to enterprise

My second guideline is the need for the

Community to encourage individual

enterprise if it is to flourish and

succeed.

The basic framework lS there: if you read the

Treaty of Rome carefully you will see that

it lS indeed a Charter for Economic
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Li berty. \t l~ np\- ~L.,,~'J >u- ~\~ ~.k w~. Wt.

U o....u- ~\.- oN..J.A ~ J \--t- 1\.J\tk- '...PJv ....- .... 4- '\() w 1 ti.t..

B-tH:- that is not how it has been applieci
(s;> .... - v--*i',. ~ -k ..:J-. \ --fv.... t-D \:L.~J...t, v-k~Q- ~,J,. ~

&0 fa~.

Our own experience in Britain has pointed the

same way.

We have rediscovered the spirit of

enterprise by realisirig that public

resources are in fact private resources

taken by the state, and that the

individual is far better equipped to take
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many decisions than the state is.

The alffi of a Europe open to enterprise is the

movlng force behind the creation of the

Single European Market by 1992.

By getting rid of barriers, by making it

possible for companies to operate on a

'Europe-wide scale, we can best compete

with the United States, Japan and the

. ".0. o~; c £0" ':" J<._ "'0;' ~ !>to:" ..,..A ...~ > ...:--l .... L •

o~her flew eGO~rnlG powet centres ar1srng
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But completion of the Single Market must not

mean tying ourselves up in ever more

regulations.

Indeed it should mean fewer regulations,

but simpler and clearer ones ..

Our alm lS not to regulate more or to

lssue ever more directions from the

centre.
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It is to deregulate, to liberalise and to

open up.

If we can achieve that, we will have

established a very good model for the

Community's future development in other

areas.

Rather than setting grandiose objectives such

as a European Central Bank for the sake of

having yet another European institution,
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let us proceed by considering at each

stage what is necessary. W~ l-.ctv..t. o~ j'-')\-

() to. ,.J;' A I
~<J.-~ ~uu.,,,- t,.,.k- 0"" • ' eo~ <J~ -.. \NIL. ....... t.,...,..- 1 c...,u-~-

10"0 we yet have free movement of capital

0.-.1\, ·x \,.J:ll ~ ~ Lv..)... 0" ~ow<. Ok ~ j~ '\ r-~,..,~~tA.
f'ound Europe?

Save we abol1shea exchange control?-

.
The answer 1S no, not yet.

Until we can take these basic practical

steps, it ,1S a waste of time to argue

about a European Central Bank, which

presupposes that individual governments

CO .....r-~..k: No"" ~ l&-:, '-e-<-&~,",~O ~ ~J:oA \:.t,.~.JJ..,~\)..,

~CI---'I ~ 0Cl~'
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are prepared to glve up fundamental

economic decisions. t>(j eJA.
1_' I. .1\ Co- or- .1...; --\ .rL.- A~ l c.~ wU.... J I,j

~.. j "")~ ",Dr
gov e r nme nt s JNr..l"~a"'""n""""t-+-Ll~l~a-+-L~a;t-!n-,---w""!!!la-Jy-.c ~ fI evv-4\
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It is the same with frontiers.

Of course we must make it easier for goods

to go through frontiers.

Of course we must make it eaSler for the

citizens of the Community to go through

frontiers.

;7

But it is a matter of plain commonsense

that you cannot abolish frontiers if you

are still going to have the capability to

stop the movement of drugs, of terrorists,
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of illegal immigrants.

S>l J ~(;;.J-.. U~~~ ~ ~ We. ~l-o...J.A ~!>;A. ve..RA\o"i(.

We need to suppress .the tendency towards

C(0.- "" 4-.,..k-: l.J~ ~loJA ~ ~.A- i ~

w""Jr \oJ"- i'~ &j.

We shall ffiak@ much qaicker progress If we

defin~practical steps towards closer
AJj~~

cooperation and concentrate on achieving

them.

After all if we do complete the single

market in 1992 it will have taken 35 years
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of detailed work Slnce the Treaty of Rome

first set the target.

-\L ~o~~ Qv.:..uLC-< :... ~

IEurope [oen to. the world
C ~\A.,,)\- '\l.n..~

We must ensure that our approach to the

outside world is consistent with what we

preach at horne.

We cannot work to reduce barriers and
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regulations within Europe, while

practising protectionism in our trade with

other countries.

are prepared t.o
~~O"" w~ ~ ~V\"Jor- ~,",o....A.A.

u.Jw.. e..t. au ...:.. (.~v-..A =>'li co k . OJ-.,.~

agri€ulture, unless we

~~

"\\..-."'-t. 0.-... fo ...... e-.J-k. f\.,(,..':)~V-/l..:) ~~",J.. ...'o...~ ~o ~ .. "" 0. ""A.

We cannot uLge oth~rs to reform their

r'-'> 'r.(.. ~"'\o", ')0 ~ ~OJ\Jk

::r"'~ 0~ o~.J:L

c-Qntinue the process in Europe beyond the

~ ~J th \~k w. c.....-"J..:.--J \::L, ,r~u,,) &"'vv_~; ~ ...A.

start which we have already made.
~ :>t-C/'v.,{- '--'~: JL VJ '" 0 ~~ .., L. ~l. ,..,., Ql...Jv...

Just as economic success in each of our

countries has come from restructuring,

from getting rid of restrictive practices
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and subsidies, and by privatising

state-run industries, so the expansion of

the world economy requires us to continue

the process of removing barriers to trade

in the multilateral negotiations in the

GATT.

Europe has a longer tradition than any other

country of being outward-looking, and

therefore has a responsibility to give a
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lead here, a responsibility which is

particularly directed towards the less

developed countries.

They need greater trade opportunities, not

the dumping of Europe's agricultural

surpluses in the form of food aid.

Europe and Defence

Lastly, we need to look much more seriously at
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Europe's role in defence.

We can be satisfied with what NATO has achieved

over 40 years.

The fact is things are going our way: the

democratic model of a free enterprise

society has proved itself superior;

freedom is on the offensive the world

over for the first time in my life-time.
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But there can be no question of relaxing Our

defence.

Indeed it is quite clear that Europe is

gOlng to be called upon to bear a much

heavier responsibility for its own

security than in the past.

To do that we must find ways:

to maintain the US commitment to

Europe's defence, while recognising the
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burden on their resources of their world

role and their natural desire to reduce

their defence spending in Europe itself -

particularly as Europe grows wealthier;

to meet the requirements for stronger

conventional defence in Europe to match

the modernisation of Soviet forces and

overcome the shameful reluctance of some

European countries to provide the
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necessary funds even for an adequate

defence;

to keep pUblic confidence in the

continuing need for nuclear deterrence

based on modern weapons;

to preserve Europe's strength and

unity at a time of change and possible

instability in the Soviet Union and
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Eastern Europe, while keeping the door

open to future collaboration with those

countries.

NATO and the WED have long recognised where the

problems lie and have pointed out the

solutions.

The time has come when we can no longer

put off giving substance to the

declarations about higher overall defence
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spending and better value for money

through the standardisation of equipment

which have for too long remained empty

phrases.

It's not an institutional problem, it's

not a problem of drafting: it's something

much more simple and more profound: it IS

a question of political will and political

courage, of convincing people in every

European country that they cannot rely for
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ever on others for their defence but must

shoulder more of the burden themselves.

It comes down to one single word:

The future must lie:

leadership.

In strengthening -NATO, not in seeking

alternatives to it;

In removlng the obstacles to full military

collaboration between all NATO's members,
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In particular those who cannot bring

themselves to integrate their forces fully

with NATO;

and by developing the WEU not as an

alternative NATO, but as a means of

strengthening Europe's contribution to the

common defence of the West.

It is to this task, to enhancing our security,

rather than to devising new long-term
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goals for the European Community that the

weight of European governments'

intellectual and political effort will

need to be devoted over the next few

years.

The British aEProach

I have set out the ways in which we in Britain

want to see Europe develop.
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It 1S a pragmatic and cornman-sense, rather

than visionary approach, and all the

better for that.

It does not require new documents: they are

all there in the North Atlantic Treaty,

and the Treaty of Rome, texts written by

far-sighted men.

What we need 1S to get on with the

business of implementing those texts
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rather than let ourselves be distracted by

distant and utopian goals. (CO__~l ~~. ~ wll..k

l~~ \---0 ~ I, j<7\,..- J ~\JrlA "'-.JL .... .")

However far we may all want to go, the

truth is that you can only get there one

step at a time.

Let's concentrate on making sure that we

get those steps right and the rest will

follow.




